Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the maxmin-ω system, a simple and intuitive model of asynchronous dynamics on a network. Each node in this system updates its state upon receiving a fixed proportion ω of inputs from neighbourhood nodes. We study the behaviour of nodal update times as a function of ω. Computational results suggest most complexity when ω is approximately 0.5. By implementing a cellular automaton (CA) under this maxmin-ω asynchronous scheme, we show some correspondence in complexity between timing and CA output. Moreover, our system can be interpreted by the useful modelling tool of max-min-plus algebra (MMP). We propose that the aforementioned results on complexity can be derived analytically via MMP.
Introduction
We introduce a simple asynchronous dynamical system, which we call maxmin-ω. The system acts on a network which, in this paper, will be a one-dimensional cellular automaton (CA) lattice (so the terms "nodes" and "cells" will be used interchangeably). There are a couple of crucial points that provide the attraction for studying this system: firstly, the update of cell states depends on local exchanges until the fraction ω is fulfilled; the maxmin-ω system is therefore deterministic, and is not only a departure from traditional asynchronous CA schemes (e.g., [1] and [2] ) but differs from more recent work that looks at such local interactions that are stochastic [3] . Secondly, the parameter ω is shown to drive an interesting set of results -both in terms of the asymptotic timings and the implementation of a simple CA scheme -which leads us to suggest other, promising, applications other than CA.
The Maxmin-ω Model
In the maxmin-ω model a cell (node) state is updated at the end of a cycle. Consider a node i in a network of size N . The node carries a state that changes with time. Thus, we can plot points on the real line, representing time, corresponding to when these changes occur. We refer to the points as the update times of the nodal state. Let x i (k) denote the k th update time for the i th node.
1 . Once each node in the neighbourhood of i has completed its k th cycle (where k is also called a cycle number ), it sends the updated state to i. The transmission of such a state from node j to i takes transmission time τ ij (k). The update (or computation) of the state of node i takes a processing time, and it is represented in the k th cycle by ξ i (k). Now, suppose each node updates its state upon receiving a fraction ω of inputs from its neighbourhood (ω ∈ [0, 1]). We define the "ω th input" as the last of the fraction ω of inputs arriving at i. Then the (k + 1) th update time of node i is given by the following recurrence relation.
where x (ω) (k) represents the k th time of arrival of the ω th input from the neighbourhood of i; if k is clear from context, we denote this x (ω) for short. If there are n nodes in the neighbourhood of i, then x (ω) practically represents the time of arrival of the m th input where m = ωn . Once node i receives the m inputs, it processes its new state; this takes time duration ξ i (k + 1). Once processed, node i sends its state to downstream nodes at time x i (k + 1), which is also the update time of i. Figure 1 gives a flavour of the effect of maxmin-ω on CA using the same initial CA state and same CA rule. When ω = 1 the CA space-time pattern resembles the synchronous CA pattern. This is because when ω = 1, nodal states are updated upon arrival of all neighbourhood inputs, so there is no loss of information between the network states in the traditional synchronous model (where all nodes update at the same time) and this asynchronous system. On the other hand, the synchronous pattern is lost when ω < 1. 
Asymptotic Behaviour
Define the function M as the mapping M : IR N → IR N whose components M i are of the form of Equ. (1) . We represent a system of N such equations by the following.
for k ≥ 0, where
Definition 1. If it exists, the cycletime vector of M is χ(M) and is defined as
Definition 2. For some k ≥ 0, consider the set of vectors
. . is called a periodic regime of i ∈ IN if there exists µ i ∈ IR and a finite number
The period of the regime is ρ i and χ i = µ i /ρ i is the cycletime of i. The smallest k for which the periodic regime exists is called the transient time.
Under our initial conditions, K i will be finite (see Theorem 1) and so, maxmin-ω always yields a periodic regime with the following system-wide quantities.
The One-Dimensional CA Network
We implement the maxmin-ω system on the one-dimensional (1D) CA lattice. This lattice has a natural definition of neighbourhood, i.e., the neighbourhood N i of cell i of radius r is {i − r, . . . , i − 1, i, i + 1, . . . , i + r} [6] .
2 From now on, we take ξ i (k) and τ i (k) to be independent of k, so they are denoted ξ i and τ i , respectively. A study of the effect of r is beyond the scope of this short paper, suffice it to say that the results presented here are typical of those produced by most values of r (see [5] , Ch. 5). We conduct three experiments with N = 50 and r = 10; they may best be described by the following. Algorithm 1. 1. Choose ξ i , τ i ∈ Z Z both from the uniform distribution (with equal probability) where 1 ≤ ξ i ≤ ξ max and 1 ≤ τ i ≤ τ max . 2. Taking an initial vector, x(0), run the maxmin-ω system for each ω value from 0.05 to 1, in steps of 0.05 (so there are 20 maxmin-ω systems to run). 3. For each maxmin-ω system, record the period ρ and cycletime χ.
4.
Repeat above three steps 100 times to obtain, for each maxmin-ω system above, 100 independent periods and cycletimes. 5. For each maxmin-ω system, record the mean and median of the 100 periods and cycletimes obtained.
We know that transient time K is always finite, therefore we don't exhibit transient time results here. We are most interested in the period ρ, which we take as a measure of the complexity of the system. In experiment (i), we initialise to x(0) = 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) for all 100 runs; in experiment (ii), for each of the 100 runs, the elements of x(0) ∈ Z Z are selected uniformly with equal probability where 0 < x i (0) ≤ 10. In both of these experiments, we take (ξ max , τ max ) = (10, 10). Experiment (iii) is a repeat of the second experiment but now taking (ξ max , τ max ) = (20, 20). Figures 2 and 3 plot the results, a few notable features of which are as follows. 1. Under different initial conditions, the cycletime is almost identical. This is why we only alter the parameters ξ i and τ i in experiment (iii). 2. Increasing (ξ max , τ max ) values implies a larger cycletime; this fits with intuition since larger ξ i and τ i values would delay the processing of nodal states; subsequently the system takes longer to settle into some periodic behaviour. 3. The period curve is maximal when ω ≈ 
Cellular Automata in Maxmin-ω Time
Let s i (k) denote the (CA) state of a cell i at cycle k ∈ IN, so that the state of the system at cycle k is represented by the vector s(k) = (s 1 (k), s 2 (k), . . . , s N (k)).
Suppose a cell is contained in a neighbourhood of size 2r + 1; then a CA rule is a function f : {0, 1} 2r+1 → {0, 1} given by s i (k + 1) = f (N (s i (k))), where N (s i (k)) denotes the CA states of N i in cycle k. Note that the same cycle k does not imply the same real time t ∈ IR; this is due to asynchrony. We focus on the CA rule
i.e., the state of each cell is the sum (modulo 2) of the states of those neighbours of i that arrive before or at the same time as the ω th input.
Classification
To numerically classify the CA space-time output as a function of ω, we use two measures in tandem, as provided by Marr and Hütt in [7] . The first measure is the Shannon entropy S ∈ [0, 1], which relies on the densities of CA states 0 and 1 in the time series of the evolving CA states of a cell. The second measure we employ is the word entropy W ∈ IR + , which depends on the occurrence of blocks of constant states in the time series of a cell. CA space-time patterns can now be classified according to their S and W values; a large S or W value generally signifies large complexity of CA pattern.
CA Results
For each maxmin-ω system of Algorithm 1, we also implemented the CA rule of Equ. (3) . That is, steps 3, 4, and 5 were extended to record Shannon and word entropies from the 100 runs. Here, we present these CA results. Again, we generated results for the three experiments of Sect. 2.2. The initial CA state (when k = 0) was randomised for each of the 100 runs, and each CA was iterated 250 times. The corresponding entropy results are in Fig. 4 . 
Max-min-plus Algebra
The maxmin-ω system of Equ. (2) can be reinterpreted in terms of a curious branch of mathematics called max-min-plus algebra (MMP) [5] . We leave the details of MMP to the highly accessible expositions in [8] and [9] . What we must state here is that once maxmin-ω is represented as a max-min-plus function then transient time, period, and cycletime are readily understood concepts. The following theorem (see [9] , Theorem 12.7 for proof) provides some significance. This theorem explains why our cycletime is invariant under different initial conditions (see Fig. 3 ). As for the periods being similar (except, perhaps, in experiment (iii)), this can be explained analytically by the "Duality Theorem" [10] , a result that shows that the period is dependent on network structure and the parameters ξ i and τ i . MMP thus looks to be a promising way to study maxmin-ω analytically.
Discussion
We have shown that a simple, deterministic, asynchronous system produces intriguing results. In line with the periods, CA complexity for the simple rule we have employed appears maximal when ω is not near 0 or 1 (see Fig. 4) . A natural extension is to study the effect on different CA rules. Moreover, while this work focused on the 1D lattice, preliminary work suggests that it is also possible to obtain similar results for variable lattices/networks [5] . In particular, the maximal complexity at ω ≈ 1/2 seems universal, regardless of network type. This leads us to ask whether this 'middle system complexity' exists in applications such as neural networks and epidemic processes on a network.
The reason for the name "maxmin-ω" is now evident. A MMP representation is a first step towards analytically understanding the complexities of maxmin-ω and any associated information exchange system (such as virus transmission), not only CA. We have conjectured ways to make progress in this in [5] .
